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Abstract
Long sequences of rainfall at fine spatial and temporal detail are increasingly required, not only for hydrological studies, but
also to provide inputs for models of crop growth, landfills, tailings dams, liquid waste disposal on land and other environmentally sensitive projects. Rainfall information derived from rain gauges, radar or satellites may not individually be adequate to
meet the detail required by hydrological models or other water resource studies. Therefore, a suitable technique is required
to estimate rainfall at finer spatial and temporal resolutions. Different techniques have been developed to merge rainfall
information from rain gauges, radar and satellites in order to obtain the ‘best’ estimate of the ‘true’ rainfall field. However,
the length of the radar and satellite estimated rainfall records is currently limited. In this study, the mean areal merged rainfall, derived from rain gauges and radar, was estimated for 26 subcatchments in the Liebenbergsvlei catchment, which is a
research catchment, in South Africa for the period when radar data were available. By using the relationships derived between
the merged rainfall and rain-gauge data, improved subcatchment rainfall may be estimated using the historical data from
rain gauges located in and around the subcatchments. In most of the subcatchments the relationship between the daily mean
areal merged rainfall of the subcatchment and the daily rainfall data from rain gauges is strong (R 2 >=0.5). The relationship
between the daily rain gauges and mean areal merged rainfall of the subcatchments is used to adjust the historical rainfall
data from the daily rain gauges in order to estimate long sequences of subcatchment rainfall for input to continuous simulation models (CSMs).
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Introduction
In the application of information derived from rainfall data in the
fields of hydrology, engineering and agriculture, it is becoming
increasingly important to know, or at least to have a reasonable
estimate, of rainfall both in space as well as time, and in more
detail than it is possible to deduce from the data collected at
rain gauges in a sparse network (Pegram and Seed, 1998). Traditionally, mathematical techniques have been used to interpolate
rainfall data from a rain-gauge network to estimate the rainfall
at ungauged sites. However, a rain field estimated using mathematical interpolation does not necessarily represent an accurate
estimate of the ‘true rainfall’ field. Therefore, other techniques
have been developed to improve the estimation of the spatial distribution of rainfall. Some of these methods generate synthetic
rainfall values using statistical models (e.g. Pegram and Seed,
1998; Pegram and Clothier, 2001), or are models based on the
physical properties of a rain cell or cloud (Gupta and Waymire,
1993), or are techniques that derive a sound relationship between
the radar field and the rain-gauge data based on prior knowledge
of radar values and rain-gauge data relationships (Todini, 2001;
Ehret 2002). Merged rainfall fields, derived from radar and rain
gauges, are currently the best estimate of the ‘true’ rainfall
field.
The reliable estimation of design floods provides safety in
the design of hydraulic structures and improved risk assessment
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for water resource management. Design floods may be estimated
from long records of observed streamflow data. However, the
spatial distribution and record length of flow records are generally less than required for design flood estimation in most
parts of the world, including South Africa. Design floods are
frequently estimated from design rainfall derived from rainfall event using event-based approaches models (Schmidt and
Schulze, 1987). Recently, continuous simulation models (CSMs)
have been successfully used to improve the reliability of design
flood estimates (e.g. Smithers et al., 1997, Cameron et al., 1999,
Smithers et al., 2001). Rainfall is the most important input into
CSMs and, therefore, CSMs require the best possible estimate of
rainfall, both in space and time.
Rain gauges measure rainfall directly and rainfall depth
accumulated over the period of interest is measured with a high
degree of accuracy at the points where the gauges are located.
However, rain-gauge networks are too sparse to capture the
spatial variability of rainfall and with higher temporal scale the
spatial variability of rainfall is averaged (Wilson and Brandes,
1979). Radar, on the other hand, measures a volume-averaged
returned signal power which is converted to rainfall in two steps:
first to reflectivity factor (Z), and then to instantaneous rainfall
rate (R). Although indirect, radar estimates of rainfall provide a
detailed sampling pattern in space and provide valuable information on the spatial variability of rainfall. However, rainfall
estimated using radar lacks the accuracy at a point which rain
gauges provide (Wilson and Brandes, 1979; Todini 2001).
Merging of radar and rain-gauge data using a suitable
merging technique enables the best estimate of the spatial distribution of rainfall to be made. However, the length of available radar records in South Africa is currently limited and most
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